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Review: System-call trapping mechanismTransition from user to kernel mode

Silberschatz, Galvin and Gagne ©2009

Figure adapted from Silberschatz, Galvin, and Gagne, 2009.



Review: System-call trapping mechanism in OS/161



Kernel-level steps

1 Add the prototype of the system-call function to the header file:
kern/include/syscall.h

2 The kernel-level implementation (e.g., newsyscall.c) goes into kern/syscall/

3 Add a new ID number for the system call. The new entry goes in the file
kern/include/kern/syscall.h

4 Add a new branch in the switch-case statement in:
kern/arch/mips/syscall/syscall.c

5 Add file entry definition for syscall/newsyscall.c in kern/conf/conf.kern



User-level steps

1 Add the user-level prototype of the system call to: user/include/unistd.h

2 Add the user-level test function. For this, create a new subdirectory directory
user/testbin/testnewsyscall/ and inside it add the test function (e.g.,
testnewsyscall.c).

3 Create a Makefile inside this subdirectory for building the test function. You can use one
of the subdirectories as a template.

4 Add an entry to the new function to the top-level Makefile in user/testbin



Testing the new system call

1 Re-build the kernel

2 Start the new kernel (i.e., run sys161 kernel in the root directory)

3 At the OS161 prompt, use the p option (from OS161 menu) to run the test program, i.e.,
p testbin/testnewsyscall



Kernel-level steps



1 Prototype of the system call

1 Add the prototype of the system call to the header file: kern/include/syscall.h

2 At the end of the file, you will find prototypes for sys reboot() and sys time().

1 Prototype of the system call
Add the prototype of the system call to the header file: 
kern/include/syscall.h

In the end of the file, you will find prototypes for 
sys_reboot() and sys__time().  

 

x /home/cse421/src/kern/include/syscall.h 
o Definition of the system calls sys_helloworld, sys_printchar, and sys_exit 

 
 

 
 

x /home/cse421/src/kern/include/kern/syscall.h 
o Uncomment the system call numbers 40 and 41 
o Rename them to SYS_helloworld and SYS_printchar 

 

 
 
 

 



2 Kernel-level implementation

1 The kernel-level implementation goes into kern/syscall. This directory contains an
example of a system call, i.e., time syscalls.c.

2 Here, create a program called simple syscall.c, and implement your system call in it.

2 Kernel-level implementation
The kernel-level implementation goes into kern/
syscall. This directory contains an example of a 
system call, i.e., time_syscalls.c. 

Here, create a program called simple_syscall.c, 
and implement your system call in it.  

Kevin Manzotti 
Alexander Troshchenko 

Assignment 1 
 

Details About Files Changed: 

x /home/cse421/src/kern/syscall/simple_syscalls.c 

o Implementation of the three system calls sys_helloworld, sys_printchar, and 

sys_exit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3 Create the ID number for the new system call

1 The OS needs to know the ID number of the system call

2 Add a new entry to the file kern/include/kern/syscall.h

3 Create the ID number for the new system call
The OS needs to know the ID number of the system 
call   

Add a new entry to the file kern/include/kern/
syscall.h  



4 Add a new branch in the switch-case statement in:
kern/arch/mips/syscall/syscall.c

4 Add a new branch in the switch-case statement in: 
kern/arch/mips/syscall/syscall.c

Note how user-level input parameters are passed to kernel-level functions via the trapframe.



5 Add file-entry definition to config.kern
5 Add file-entry definition to config.kern

Note how user-level input parameters are passed to kernel-level functions via the trapframe.



User-level steps



1. Add the user-level prototype of the system call to:
userland/include/unistd.hDiff of user/include/unistd.h 

 
  



2. Add the user-level test function.

For this, create a new subdirectory directory user/testbin/testnewsyscall/ and inside it
add the test function (e.g., testnewsyscall.c).

2. Add the user-level test function. For this, create a 
new subdirectory directory user/testbin/

# Makefile for helloworldtest 

TOP=../../.. 
.include "$(TOP)/mk/os161.config.mk" 

PROG=helloworldtest 
SRCS=helloworldtest.c 
BINDIR=/testbin 

.include "$(TOP)/mk/os161.prog.mk" 

user/testbin/helloworldtest/helloworldtest.c 

 

 

 
  



3. Modify the top-level makefile.

Add an entry to the new function to the top-level Makefile in user/testbin/

3. Add an entry to the new function to the top-level 
Makefile in user/testbin/ and inside it add the 

Diff of user/testbin/Makefile 

 



Directory tree showing main changes that need to be made
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Directory tree showing main changes that need to be made
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Testing the system call



Testing the system call

1 Inside the root folder, run the command sys161 kernel.

2 In the os161 terminal, run the command p testbin/[name] where your [name] is the
name of your program.

Thanks to Troshchenko and Manzotti 

 

Making User Programs: 

x Add a folder for each program inside the folder src/user/testbin 
x Change the Makefile inside src/user/testbin to include all of the new folders for the new 

programs 
x Inside the folder for each program, include a makefile similar to the other makefiles in 

the other folders containing other programs 
x Include the source file for your program inside the corresponding folder 

 

Testing User Programs: 

x /ŶƐŝĚĞ�ƚŚĞ�ƌŽŽƚ�ĨŽůĚĞƌ͕�ƌƵŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ�͞ƐǇƐϭϲϭ�ŬĞƌŶĞů͟ 
x /Ŷ�ƚŚĞ�ŽƐϭϲϭ�ƚĞƌŵŝŶĂů͕�ƌƵŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐŽŵŵĂŶĚ�͞Ɖ�ƚĞƐƚďŝŶͬфŶĂŵĞх͟�ǁŚĞƌĞ�ŶĂŵĞ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ŶĂŵĞ�

of your program 

 

Hellotest Program: 

 

Printchartest Program: 
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